
While no anti-graffiti coating resists all forms of 
graffiti applied to them, the VitraCLEAN powder 
coatings are formulated to have anti-graffiti and 
stain resistance properties, protecting surfaces 
from the permanent effects of some spray paint 
and permanent markers. It makes cleaning 
more maneageable and offers excellent exterior 
durability.

Because of their unique weatherability and 
chemical resistance, these powder coatings 
are ideal for many applications such as lockers, 
restroom stalls, signs, public transportation, and 
playground equipment.

Features & Benefits:

Anti-Graffiti Coatings
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Single coat system      

Excellent weatherability      

Medium to high gloss products

Excellent chemical resistance

More manageable to clean
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Technical Summary:

The following is general information on the exterior durability and graffiti-resistant properties of  VitraCLEAN powders. It is recommended to test 
the suitability of these coatings for the intended end use prior to application.
 

Minimum of 70% concentration of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) removes most black permanent markers* with light wiping. Any shadowing is 
typically very faint.  Markings made with strong force and/or left on the surface for an extended period of time, may leave a very slight shadow 
after removal with IPA. 
 
Lab results show that solvents such as acetone and many general-purpose cleaners can be used to remove graffiti such as spray paint* and 
permanent marker* with little effect on the coating, or in some cases, you may experience some loss of gloss of the coating. 

It is recommended that you first test on an inconspicuous surface area to determine suitability.
 
Avoid abrasive cleaners as they can scratch the surface of the coating.

The ease of cleaning graffiti from the coating is reduced by surface breaks or irregularities such as fine scratches made by rough marker tips, 
non-smooth surface profiles, porous metal surfaces, or orange peel as a result of poor application technique.

* Spray Paint- DupliColor® Perfect Match™ Premium Automotive Paint BTY1623 Dark Blue Pearl (8P4)
  Permanent Marker: Sharpie® Chisel Tip Permanent Marker Black & Red; Azor® Signal® Xtra® Refillable Permanent Marker
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VitraCLEAN PRODUCTS

Anti-graffiti Super T Blue  7356M TZL27356M

DESCRIPTION CODE

Clear Anti-Graffiti 0042H TTL10042H

Anti-Graffiti Satin Black 0023H TNL40023H


